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About This Content

This outfit camouflages Lara in a heavy coating of mud, action movie-style (single player outfit).
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Title: Tomb Raider: Hunter Skin
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Crystal Dynamics, Eidos-Montréal, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista,7,8 (32bit/64bit)

Processor:Dual core CPU: AMD Athlon64 X2 2.1 Ghz (4050+), Intel Core2 Duo 1.86 Ghz (E6300)

Memory:1GB Memory (2GB on Vista)

Graphics:DirectX 9 graphics card with 512Mb Video RAM: AMD Radeon HD 2600 XT, nVidia 8600

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:12 GB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Polish,Dutch,Czech,Arabic
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Its a good game for people who like to be in the tentacle lovers mythos.

Hard mode does mean hard mode.

Only two bits to take note of is if your playing on a controller, Its nowhere near as responsive as using a mouse.

The other bit is its incredibly infuriating respawning after you die and get sent to random points, but I think thats because I
played hard mode and thats me being a manchild about it. Its not the games fault.

Best lovecraft game out in the market to date though.
. I just found this game by searching for online coop games. And it was my luck!

The game puts the two player on a some kind strange place where they have to work together to escape. On your first run you
will encounter some difficult and sometimes maybe frustrating bits but in the end it is a great feeling to finally solve all the
puzzles (or maybe not all ;) ) and finish the game.

And me and my friend thought, well we play this game through once and have fun. How wrong we were!
After our first run there came another three playthroughs. For what, you ask? Well to beat the leaderboard on the website of
course.

So all in all it is a remarkable game. Not for its rich story or for an amazing graphic (which is also not bad!) , but for a absolute
fine and entertaining gaming concept and long time challenge for speedruns.

Thanks for making such games!. Very solid tower defense with lots of options and ways to play. Decent story as well, well worth
the cost. Support indie games!. A fun game to play with friends while you catch up, the easy ranking system makes it addictive
to keep going up and the customizations are super cute!. It's about ethics in journalism games.. I think I beat the game,but I
honestly don't know.

Recommended due to cute doggo. Really like it! this is pure gameplay, well thought out, well done developer! one of my new
favorites! :-). A 5 bucks well spent.
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This was so cute, my heart nearly melted, I would definitely recommend to anybody that's thinking about watching this.. Is gud
game, u need to buy this game, for the MOTHERLAND!
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There are several errors on this train. When it organized as a double train set, the pantograph of the second set is not raised.
Furthermore, AI ICE-T can run without the pantograph raised!!
After DTG updated ICE-T, you can see the feature of light configuration. However, the frame rate badly drops when camera is
positioned in front of the train.
I recommend that you buy this train as long as DTG update or fix these problems.. Game works, but is a little buggy (which one
would expect for an Alpha.)

Biggest problem was inability of units to respond when given tasking, (moving, retrieving weapon.)
Also had a problem some of the laborers doing something, i.e., just standing around when there was work to be done.

One final note, I had a hard time getting anywhere in the game. Throughout multiple plays, the game was constantly asking for
buildings I didn't have access to, and no matter what I tried, I could not get very far due to either running out of supplies to build
things, could not sell things.

Overall I like the game and I think once the devs have a little more time to pound on it, we'll have a winner here.
. What a great classic dungeon crawling game old school.. Classic !
. This game is perhaps the most underated and unplayed thing on steam.. This game is the best! If there are more characters or
levels and a box that talks what the gummy's are. This game would have the same popularity as gang beasts!

Go on EP games do your very best at this game!
-Jared. Mount is so cute :p. Very fun game to play with my vr headset :P 10/10. Finally finished DQ2...
Loved the music (even if a few more tracks of the same quality would have been nice) and art.
Nice numerical adaptation of the boardgame with simple mechanics but some different ways to crawl through the dungeon
environments.
Characters really have different roles and each one may shine if paired well, allowing a few different team setups.
The modding tools and Steamworkshop are well implemented as well.

My two cents for DQ3 or any following project:

1/Visibility:
Some squares can't be targeted due to characters blocking the path. Either use larger squares and smaller unit models or add a
toggable transparency feature.

2/Pathing:
Some traps seem to be recognized by the AI, some not. I would settle for something like "everything you've spotted" is taken
into account during AI pathing.

3/Counter intuitive:
The first character leaving a room should end up in the frontline in the next room and not in the back row.
Moving to the movement range limit ends turn while clicking on an enemy positioned outside your movement range makes your
unit move and attack. Both "click" methods should yeld the same result imho.

4/Gear:
Would have loved more "game changer" objects, granting skills rather than "+ to x".
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